Abstract. We study synchronization dynamics in networks of coupled oscillators with bimodal distribution of natural frequencies. This setup can be interpreted as a simple model of frequency synchronization dynamics among generators and loads working in a power network. We derive the minimum coupling strength required to ensure global frequency synchronization. This threshold value can be efficiently found by solving a binary optimization problem, even for large networks. In order to validate our procedure, we compare its results with numerical simulations on a realistic network describing the European interconnected highvoltage electricity system, finding a very good agreement. Our synchronization threshold can be used to test the stability of frequency synchronization to link removals. As the threshold value changes only in very few cases when aplied to the European realistic network, we conclude that network is resilient in this regard. Since the threshold calculation depends on the local connectivity, it can also be used to identify critical network partitions acting as synchronization bottlenecks. In our stability experiments we observe that when a link removal triggers a change in the critical partition, its limits tend to converge to national borders. This phenomenon, which can have important consequences to synchronization dynamics in case of cascading failure, signals the influence of the uncomplete topological integration of national power grids at the European scale.
Introduction
The electrical power grid is an example of complex system relying on the proper interaction between a great number of elements [1] . Recently it attained considerable attention of the complex systems community due to many features as, for instance, its non-trivial topological properties [2, 3, 4] , the presence of cascading effects [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , self-organized criticality as a possible explanation for the frequency of blackouts [10] , its interaction with other network systems [11, 12] , and also synchronization phenomena [13, 14] . Besides, current organizational trends are posing new research challenges related to the control of electric power grids. Two main prevaliling tendencies are the progressive integration of national networks into a Europeanwide one [15] , and the shift from centralized energy production towards more decentralized smart grids [16] . a e-mail: slozano@iphes.cat b e-mail: buzna@frdsa.uniza.sk c e-mail: albert.diaz@ub.edu Power systems are formed by a large number of generators interconnected in a complex pattern to supply energy to final consumers. Modeling the complete set of variables that characterizes the whole system represents a tantalizing effort. Here we follow the direction to reduce the complexity of individual elements in favor of the complexity of the interaction pattern.
Our point tries to be a compromise of two opposite directions of research. On the one hand a more technical perspective (electrical engineering) relies on the complicated (not complex) arrangement of primary, secondary, and tertiary circuits to analyze the frequency stability of the generators [17, 18] . On the other hand, a more statistical view (network science) analyzes the global behavior mainly from the topological static features of the network; hence, the role of the different elements that form the networks (nodes for generators and loads, links for distribution lines) is uniquely associated with topological measures as, for instance, different types of centrality (local or global) [19, 20] . As discussed in [21] these two lines of research can usefully inform each other in order to bring new progress into an integrated study of very large systems formed by units with internal complex dynamics. This paper can be also seen as an extension of the work presented in [14] , since here we are providing a general formalization of the synchronization threshold where the previous relation was a special case. Moreover, in the present work we apply this generalized approach to study the influence of topological features on the stability of frequency synchronization in a realistic system.
In section 2 we start the paper by reviewing the dynamical description of power systems as networks of Kuramoto oscillators [22] . In section 3 we derive a new formula describing the critical coupling strength and test its validity using realistic network topologies. In section 4 we analyse the sensitivity of frequency synchronization to link removals, and our findings and conclusions are summarized in section 5.
From swing and flow equations to oscillatory dynamics
Our aim is precisely to incorporate simple dynamical behavior of generators, i.e. not to deal with a complete dynamical description involving electromagnetic fields and flow equations, but considering only the basic mechanism that ensures one of the crucial dynamical properties of the power distribution system as a whole, namely its synchronization. Synchronization is understood as the ability of an (unsupervised) system to keep a global state where generators and loads (with intrinsic different frequencies) run with the same effective frequency (that of the distribution system, 50/60 Hz). To this end, generators and loads are described as phase oscillators in terms of "swing" equations. As it has been shown recently, this equation can be derived from a proper energy balance in the generator [13] . The mechanical/thermal power brought to the generator gives rise to different contributions P source = P dissipated + P accumulated + P transmitted (1) where
corresponds to the rate at which energy is dissipated due to the rotation of the mechanical rotors (turbines) and γ is a damping coefficient,
corresponds to the rate at which kinetic energy is accumulated, with I being the inertia moment of the mechanical rotor. In Eqs. (2)-(3) θ is the angle of the mechanical rotor. Finally, the energy is transmitted to the distribution system through the lines. The transmitted power is proportional to the sinus of the phase difference between the voltages of the elements at the two end-points of the line.
Here it lies one of the crucial points of the mechanicalelectrical approach, i.e. the assumption that the voltage angles and the rotor angles are the same. Thus, we can write the power transmitted from element i to j
with P
MAX ij
being the maximum power transferred between generators i and j [23] . Hence, we can write for each element
assuming that P
= 0 if elements i and j are not physically connected. This equation can describe generators as well as loads with the only difference that for loads P i < 0. The frequencies of the different elements cannot be very far from the standard frequency of the distribution system (Ω=50/60 Hz), then we write
assumingφ i ≪ Ω. Inserting this expression in (5) and keeping linear terms inφ i we geṫ
which, for simplicity, can be recast aṡ
having introduced ω i as the natural frequency of unit i and w ij the coupling term. The simple form of Eq. (8) recalls the swing equation and this is the reason for its name in the technical literature, but the forcing term is what links the evolution of the phases of the element to the distribution system. In terms of dynamical systems and complex networks the meaning of Eq. (8) is obvious. It represents the evolution of phase oscillators with an additional inertia term [24, 25] embedded in a complex network [26] whose elements interact in a weighted way through the sinus of the phase differences between the end points of a physical distribution line. The Kuramoto model with inertia has been analyzed previously in the literature and its main effect is on the type of transition that changes from second to first order when the coupling is increased. Although in [24] it is reported that inertia modifies the phase diagram of the system, one has to bear in mind that in that case the authors consider also the effects of noise in the system. For noiseless systems, as those considered in [27, 28] , it is shown that there are two critical values of the coupling strength and a hysteresis behavior within this range of values. The lower value, below which the incoherent state prevails, is not modified with respect to the original Kuramoto model; but, the upper value, above which the synchronized state is the only possible solution, changes with the inertia contribution. In the intermediate region, there is a coexistence of the synchronized and incoherent states. The hysteresis behavior shows that the stability of the synchronized state is broken at the lower value of the coupling strength, and this is the important effect we will look at in this work. Under usual operational conditions the system is frequency (not phase) synchronized and we want to analyze how any disturbance (removal of some links) can affect this state, this means that only the lower value of the coupling strength matters, since it is the value below which the synchronized state is not achievable. Additionally, it has been shown [29, 30] that the inertia term modifies the time scale for the achievement of the synchronized state but not the existence of the state. For all these reason we will remove the inertia term, which only speeds up convergence of the numerical simulations but it does not affect the conditions under which the system can achieve synchronization.
Stability of frequency synchronization
What makes a systems of oscillators interesting is its dynamical behavior and, from a collective point of view, the most relevant feature is its ability to synchronize. As we will show in this section, for a population of non-identical oscillators, perfect phase synchronization is not possible, whereas frequency synchronization requires a minimum coupling strength.
Estimation of the minimum coupling required
As it was shown in [14] , when we neglect the inertia term from Eq. (8), we can relate the synchronization threshold to the network topology. We consider the networked population of oscillating units, organized in a graph G composed from a set of nodes N and a set of links L. Each unit (node) i ∈ N is characterized by a natural frequency ω i and a phase angle ϕ i . The dynamics of these units is then governed bẏ
where a ij is an element of the adjacency matrix which takes value 1 when nodes i and j are connected by a link and value 0 otherwise. Note that compared to Eq. (8), we have neglected the inertia term, we assume all links to be identical, and their coupling strength is characterized by a parameter σ. Motivated by the existence of generators and loads in power systems, we split the nodes into two populations of identical elements, where the members of the first population N + ⊆ N behave like power producing units, and thus ω i = ω + > 0 for i ∈ N + . And vice versa, the members of the second population N − ⊆ N , where N − ∪ N + = N and N − ∩ N + = ∅, behave as power consuming units and ω i = ω − < 0 for i ∈ N − . Since the number of generators and the number of loads are not necessarily equal, we normalize ω i values in the following way ω + = 1/|N + | and ω − = −1/|N − |. The choice of the positive sign for the natural frequency of the generators is not arbitrary; note that in eq. (7) this is the case whereas for loads this term is clearly negative.
In general, for a population of Kuramoto oscillators there is a balance between the two terms in eq. (9) . On the one hand, if there is no coupling all units follow their natural frequencies ω i and there is no frequency synchronization. On the other hand, when the coupling is very large the effective frequenciesφ i tend to zero. Then, there will be a critical value of the coupling strength σ above which the system synchronizes in the sense that the effective frequencies become equal. Note that this frequency synchronization does not imply phase synchronization, which is only possible, for a population of non-identical oscillators, when the coupling strength goes to infinite.
Following the derivations presented in [14] , we can write for any unit in the synchronized state
Here it is easy to see that a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the natural frequency of unit i being 0 is that
where k i is the degree of the node i. From this expression it is, in principle, possible to find a global bound for the coupling strength. This bound can be, however, far from the real value, since there are some geometric constraints [31] (phase differences that cannot be maximized simultaneously) involving more than one unit. Actually, we can write as many equations as partitions of the network into two non-overlapping clusters, just by summing the equations for the nodes and using the fact that the interaction is an odd function. Identifying the network partition as a set of nodes S, we can write for the sum of the Eqs. of the nodes in S
from which we can find the critical values of the coupling for the partition S σ > σ c S = i∈S ω i i∈S,j / ∈S a ij (13) which generalizes (11), containing it as particular cases of clusters formed by individual nodes. Note that in [14] we restricted ourselves to clusters of the same type of node, which gives good estimations for homogeneous distributions, but not for a more even distribution as is the current case of interest. The goal is to obtain the global minimum 
Testing numerically the critical coupling
To test our hypothesis we use the approximative data describing the topology of the European power transmission network [9] composed from sixteen national subnetworks. The network topology was derived from maps published by UCTE [32] . Functional parameters, as for example position of power producing and power consuming units, their capacities and capacities of power lines, were estimated in order to fit the publicly known volumes of cross border flows as precisely as possible. The network is depicted in Fig. 1 , where white circles represent positions of active (power injecting) units and blue dots stand for passive (power consuming) units (can be seen online when the figure is sufficiently zoomed). The first two columns in Table 1 summarize the number of vertices and edges for the European network as a whole, and for each one of the national subnetworks (i.e. those parts of the network contained within each country boundaries).
According to the previous paragraphs, we have applied Eq. (14) to each one of the networks in order to determine their critical coupling value σ c (i.e. the minimum one needed to have frequency synchronization)
1 . Specifically, we have applied a semi-analytical approach to determine the partition within the network maximizing the expression in Eq. (14) . This procedure provides lower and upper bounds for σ c , σ l A and σ u A , respectively. The third and forth columns in Table 1 
To verify the goodness of these values as approximations to the critical coupling, we have to check whether they are the minimum value of σ allowing full synchronization of the system. We have done so numerically by simulating frequency synchronization dynamics. More concretely, we have run synchronization dynamics described in Eq. (9) and measured frequency dispersion (r), which is the order parameter proposed in [14] to measure of the effective frequency dispersion: Fig. 2 presents time evolution of the order parameter r for different values of the coupling σ for the European network. For values far enough from the critical one, the system either fluctuates steadily around a certain value (see σ = 0.005 in the figure) or relaxes towards full frequency synchronization (σ = 0.1 case). As we get closer to the critical value, we observe an initial tendency toward synchronization that is sharply broken by very strong fluctuations (σ = 0.011).
For each network we have executed an iterative procedure running the dynamics with several coupling values and checking whether r was relaxing towards 0. In each case, the minimum coupling satisfying this condition , σ N , has been determined with a precision of four decimal places.
Finally, σ l A values in Table 1 (obtained analytically applying Eq. (14)) can be checked by comparing them with these σ N 's obtained numerically. Fig. 3 presents all values together to allow for a visual comparison. Generally speaking, we observe a remarkable agreement between the two sets of results. Even for the three cases where the difference among analytical and numerical approximations is visible (i.e. Europe as a whole, Germany and Poland), the obtained values are of the same magnitude.
This outcome supports our claim that Eq. (14) is a good estimation of the critical coupling σ c , and opens the door to simple studies on frequency synchronization in networks. In particular, Eq. (14) can be applied to the study of frequency synchronization's stability against perturbations.
1 Absolute values of σc are fully dependent on ω+ and ω−. The values of ω+ and ω− were chosen in a way that they sum up to 1 and -1, respectively. As the number of nodes in national networks differs it makes the comparison between countries difficult. (14) and σ N obtained numerically using the iterative approximation method. As a guide to the eye, we have added a dashed line corresponding to σ N = σ l A . Clearly, there is a remarkable agreement. This result supports our claim that Eq. (14) is a good estimation of the minimum coupling needed to assure frequency synchronization. 
Resilience of power systems in terms of frequency synchronization stability
There is a bulk of literature analyzing the robustness of power systems. Since power systems can be represented as networks, most of these approaches deal with the robustness of the system to the removal of links or vertices. This kind of robustness analysis has been addressed in many different ways. Initial purely topological approaches [33] have shown to be limited [8] , and recent ones combine structural changes with different processes such as flow dynamics [6, 34] .
Following up from this literature, we address the robustness of power systems to link removal from the viewpoint of the stability of frequency synchronization. A straightforward way to make such an analysis is to calculate to what extent the removal of a link from the network modifies the critical value of the coupling σ c for the whole system.
More concretely, the idea is to test whether removing certain links from the network can increase the minimum coupling value required to ensure synchronization (i.e. making it less stable) or the other way around, decrease it (subsequently improving its robustness).
Effect of link removal on synchronization stability
Our starting point is the complete European network. Fig. 4 shows the location of the partition maximizing Eq. (14) and, therefore, determining σ c . Then, for each one of the links in the European network e, we take it out from the grid, calculate the new value of σ l A (e), and restore it to its position. Fig. 4 . Critical partition of the European network. The shadowed area corresponds to the partition defining the critical value of coupling (σ l A ) when the European network is complete, and the links marked in green connect it to the rest of the network. Notice that, given the conditions stated in section 2, the complementary partition (i.e. the whole network except the shadowed area) presents the same critical coupling, so any of the two could be considered the critical one. We can also observe that such effects of link deletion are not related to link betweenness [35] . This result is especially relevant, since purely topological measures (such as link betweenness or degree centrality) have been traditionally used to assess resilience in power grids and other networked systems. On the contrary, here a strictly topological approach is no longer valid and we need to include dynamical aspects in our analysis. Accordingly, understanding the effects shown in Fig. 5 requires interpreting how a link removal affects synchronization dynamics in Eq. (9) and, as a consequence, modifies the global critical coupling. Fig. 6 provides such a detailed view of the local structure for five of the links which deletion changes the global critical coupling. Removed links are marked in red, the shadowed areas correspond to the partition becoming critical after the removal, and green ties are their remaining connections with the rest of the network.
Figs. 6(a)-(d) show cases where the deletion of the link marked in red makes the critical coupling σ c to increase. It is quite intuitive to see that the removed links were partition's 'boundary' links (i.e. pointing to outside of the partitions) and, therefore, their removal reduces the connections of the partitions to the rest of the network (e.g. in case 6(a), for instance, from two to just the one marked in green). In accordance with Eq. (14) , this reduction leads to an increase of the partition's critical coupling, which eventually becomes the new global σ c . Fig. 6 (e) presents an example of the opposite case (i.e. σ c diminishing). Here the erased link was an inner one, connecting a leaf (i.e. a node of degree one) to the rest of the partition. Therefore its deletion reduces the size of the partition and, again according to Eq. (14) , makes the critical value of the coupling for the partition smaller. This reduction then let other partitions in the network with a critical coupling lower than the previous global σ c become the new critical partition. In this particular case, the new critical partition corresponds to the Iberian Peninsula. Notice that in contrast with case 6(d), which presents the same resulting critical partition, in this case the number of remaining boundary links are 3, so the critical coupling of the partition is lower.
Conclusions
We studied how synchronization dynamics of networked oscillators depend on their topological configurations. When neglecting control mechanisms present in real power systems and considering only some aspects of the swing and flow equations, oscillatory dynamics can be captured by the Kuramoto model assuming a bipolar distribution of natural frequencies. For this setup we are here giving accurate analytical estimation of the critical coupling strength. It leads to the solving of a combinatorial optimization problem on the graph. This can be efficiently done using methods of binary linear programming even for very large networks with an arbitrary precision. We validated our results on realistic network topologies and by comparing them with numerical simulations we found very good agreement.
Furthermore, we studied the robustness of the synchronization process with respect to removals of single links. When links are removed, only a small percentage of them have an impact on the synchronization threshold. Thus network is in this respect very robust. While some links are increasing the synchronization threshold the others are decreasing it. The concrete effect depends on whether they are decreasing the size of the critical cluster or affecting its connectivity with the rest of the network. We also tested whether the positions of links influencing the synchronization threshold is correlated with their global topological properties as is sometimes assumed when assessing the resilience of real-world network topologies. Here we find no correlation. This can be explained when interpreting the Eq.(14) which estimates the synchronization threshold. For a given subset of nodes the threshold value is higher the higher is the sum of natural frequencies for given subset of nodes and the less tightly are these nodes connected with the rest of the network. Thus the synchronization threshold depends on the local properties of the critical network partition.
When analyzing the geographical positioning of critical partitions, we often found them being identical to borders between European countries. For example, for the original network without removed links the critical clusters are connected along the western French border (see Fig. 4 ). When links are removed, in some cases critical clusters are connected along the Spanish-French border (see Figs. 6d and 6e) . Another example is the critical partition corresponding to the Dutch network (see Fig. 6b ). These observations indicate the tendency of national networks to be more tightly connected internally than across borders, which is a signature of an on-going (incomplete) European-wide integration process. This fact can have positive consequences from a practical point of view, as it leads to a natural tendency in the network to split along these areas in critical situations. The major disruption in the synchronization of the European network in November 2006, which resulted in a temporal division of the system into three regions mainly following existing or former national boundaries, is an illustrative example of this dependence [36] . This paper is contributing to a better understanding of the interplay between the network topology determining the spatial positioning of network elements and frequency synchronization dynamics. Future steps could include the study of the cascading behaviours, whereas the Kuramoto equations allow to define link flows, or investigation of the validity of our results when considering a more realistic model, e.g. by introducing heterogeneous links or various types of generators and loads. Finally, this article was focused on the existence and stability of frequency synchronization, where the inertia has a limited effect. Possible extensions of our work could address, for instance, the non-trivial influence of the inertia term on transient states pointed out in section 2. 
